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Abstract

We explore current research on how complex visualizations
are perceived, comprehended, used, and taught.

Introduction
How do people perceive, comprehend, and use complex
visualizations, and when are they needed?  Many domains
(meteorology, scientific visualization, stock market
analyses) deal with very complex data that must be
displayed and used in novel ways.  Unfortunately, very little
is known about how these complex displays are used, how
to best display complex graphical information, or how to
design good complex visualizations for teaching purposes.
This symposium will examine:
• how people understand and use complex visualizations;
•  how people gain expertise in using complex

visualizations;
•  how to teach complex domains by using graphs and

visualizations;
• how to visualize uncertainty across many variables;
• why a visualization is hard or easy to use; and
• how current models of graph comprehension scale up to

more complexity.

Building Qualitative Mental Models
Greg Trafton

How do people use a complex visualization?  Most current
theories predict a straightforward process of reading off
specific information, typically at the request of an
experimenter.  Many complex domains, however (many
areas of scientific visualization, meteorology, etc.) need to
deal with multi-dimensional data with complex interactions
and anomalies.

I will present several recent studies that show that
while experts mostly conform to the standard models of
graph comprehension, there are some glaring holes in
current theories.  Specifically, experts do more than simply

read off information.  First, they extract primarily
qualitative information from complex visualizations (e.g.,
"The wind is fast over San Diego") even when quantitative
information is available and needed later.  With this
qualitative information, they build a complex mental
representation (which we call a qualitative mental model, or
QMM) to reason with.

I will present data that shows how experts build
these complex mental structures by looking at complex
visualizations.  I will also present evidence from eye-
tracking and protocol studies of experts and novices
working in their own domain, showing how novices seem to
conform to the standard graph comprehension models while
experts do not.

The Role of Prior Knowledge in Complex Data
Comprehension

Priti Shah & Eric G. Freedman

People are increasingly faced with the task of interpreting
complex˚multivariate quantitative data sets. Unfortunately,
much research on graph interpretation has focused on how
novice (college undergraduate) viewers use common
formats˚ (e.g., bar and line graphs) for simple tasks (e.g.,
read a data point or describe a trend) and sparse (2-3
variables and few data points) and meaningless (axes
labeled x and y) data.˚ In our presentation, we argue that
models based on this research may not scale up to account
for more complex data interpretation, which differs in
several key features. Complex data interpretation usually
refers to tasks involving many variables, complex
interactions between the variables, and a large number of
data points. Complexity extends beyond simply data
complexity, however. Dealing with complex data coincides
with complex tasks (e.g., making decisions or explaining
data) rather than fact retrieval.˚ Complex data also involves
the extensive use of prior knowledge and viewers with data
interpretation skills (experts use complex data, not
novices).˚ Finally, complex data is often presented via



cognitive work do not have to follow them. In fact, we
notice these laws through the consequences that have
followed repeatedly when design breaks them in varying
episodes of technology change.  The statements are law-like
in that they capture regularities of control and adaptation of
cognitive work, and they determine the dynamic response,
resilience, stability or instability of the distributed cognitive
system in question.  While developers may find following
the laws optional, what is not optional is the consequences
that accrue predictably from breaking these laws,
consequences that block achieving the performance goals
developers and paractitioners, technologists and
stakeholders set.

Respect for the Laws is essential, for in the final analysis:
in design, we either hobble or support people s
natural ability to express forms of expertise.
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